Practical difficulties arise in fitting Mitscherlich, Verhulst, or West growth curves to data. Obstacles include divergent iterations, negative values for theoretically positive parameters, or the absence of any best-fitting curve. An analysis reveals that such obstacles occur near removable singularities of the objective function to be minimized for the regression. Such singularities lie at the transition to different types of curves, including exponentials, hyperbolae, lines, and step functions. Removing the singularities fits all such curves into a connected compactified topological space, which guarantees the existence of a global minimum for the continuous objective function, and which also provides a smooth and transparent transition from one type of curve to another. 
Introduction
This article determines the existence, or the absence, of "best" shifted exponential curves (1) , called Mitscherlich's laws, relative to weighted or generalized (correlated) least squares. Also called asymptotic regression [43] , [47] , [54] , the problem consists in fitting to data points (t 1 , q 1 ), . . . , (t N , q N ) the parameters A, B, and C in equation (1):
Equation (1) describes all phenomena modeled by the first-order linear differential equation
with constant coefficients B and C = 0, and hence also by Bernoulli equations [51, p. 58-59] . For instance, West's recent model of ontogenetic growth of organisms [62] ,
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is Mitscherlich's law (1) 
Applications of Mitscherlich, West, and Verhulst curves (1), (5) , and (6) include, for instance,
1. agronomy, to evaluate and optimize the efficiency of fertilizers [47] , [54] ; 2. chemical kinetics [24, p. 20, eq . (29)], [31, p. 993] , [36, p. 65] , [41] , [42] , [46, p. 393, eq. (1)], to identify the type of chemical reaction occurring in experiments; 3. population growth [4] , [5] , [13] , [61] , [25] , [30] , [33] , [44] , [49] , [52] , [59] , [60] ; 4. physiology, to model the growth over time of plants and animals [50] , [62] , or individual organs, for example, wing span [23, p. 808]; 5. rheology [15] .
Hence arises the need to estimate the parameters A, C, and B or K, that fit the data best relative to generalized (ordinary, weighted, or correlated) least squares [58] . General theorems already provide sufficient conditions on the monotonicity and convexity of the data for the existence of a weighted least-squares Mitscherlich curve [21] or necessary and sufficient conditions for a weighted least-squares Verhulst curve [29] . Examples show that there are data that fail to satisfy the hypotheses of such theorems and for which no best-fitting curves exist [9] , [10] , [11] , [21] . Alternatively, computed solutions yield negative values for theoretically positive parameters: The present shows that such situations reflect features of the modeled phenomenon. For instance, replacing the Verhust equation (6) by the modeling differential equation
L. J. Reed and J. Berkson [49, p. 765 ] had already pointed out that the solution curve y becomes a hyperbola if A · B < 0 and C/K remains constant while K tends to 0, though they did not mention the possibility that the solution becomes a Malthusian [35, II.7] exponential growth curve as K diverges to +∞. In either case C/K need not remain constant but need only converge to a limit. A similar situation occurs as A tends to 0. Neither did Reed and Berkson [49] mention why or how parameters would diverge, converge to anything, or change in the first place. Indeed, they selected the type of curve to be fitted before starting the regression, which never failed for their examples [49, p. 769-779 ]. The present analysis shows that the limits happen to lie exactly at a removable singularity of the objective function for the generalized leastsquares regression. Specifically, the present work first extends the literature from weighted to potentially correlated least squares with potentially non-invertible covariance matrices, second reveals that the correlated least-squares objective function extends analytically to the special case of straight lines and continuously to step functions, and third extends such results to West's ontogenetic growth curves.
The strategy adopted here consists of fixing one parameter, C for Mitscherlich's law (1) , and in analyzing the explicit formulae for the solutions of the generalized linear least-squares regression with the other two parameters, A and B, in terms of the fixed parameter C.
To this end, Sections 1 and 2 are akin to [22, Ch. 4 ] but extended to generalized least squares with semi scalar-products. Section 1 summarizes motivations for generalized least squares from probability or statistics. Section 2 summarizes solutions for generalized least squares using only linear algebra, without probability or statistics. Section 3 applies the previous sections to regressions for Mitscherlich's law (1) parametrized by C. Using [64] , Section 4 generalizes the previous sections further to handle singular covariance matrices. Section 5 establishes sufficient criteria for a bestfitting Mitscherlich's law (1) to be the reciprocal of a Verhhulst curve (6) . Section 6 presents examples with real data.
Notation for Generalized Least-Squares
Though the numerical solution of least-squares problems proceeds more accurately with other algorithms [6] , [18] , [32] , the present analysis and resolution of singularities uses explicit formulae for the solutions. Moreover, examples from Section 6 show that the data may be highly correlated, in the sense that in the covariance matrix entries are larger off than on the diagonal. To allow for such correlations, the present analysis allows for a generalized regression, which arises in fitting a least-squares line to data (x 1 , y 1 ), . . ., (x N , y N ) in the plane as described in [20, p. 35-42 & 112-114] . Specifically, each point (x k , y k ) may be the average of repeated measurements (x k , y k,1 ) . . ., (x k , y k,M k ), with the same absissa x k but different ordinates y k,1 , . . ., y k,M k with mean y k = (y k,1 +· · ·+y k,M k )/M k . Consequently, the measurements y k,1 , . . ., y k,M k are modeled as values of a random variable Y k with expectation EY k . The random variables Y 1 , . . . , Y N may be correlated with a symmetric nonnegative covariance matrix V defined by [16, § 22.3 ]
A linear model for such data consists of N linear equations Y k = A · x k + B + k , where each k is a random variable with E k = 0. With the column vectors
, where denotes transposition, and with the design matrix X = ( x, 1), the model becomes
The problem consists of estimating the vector of parameters P . A linear transformation into uncorrelated variables simplifies matters. To this end, assume first that V is invertible, and let T be any matrix such that
, and define
Under the hypothesis of a vanishing expectation E = 0, the random vector Z has expectation 
The literature formulates the generalized least-squares solution P * = (A * , B * ) from the normal equations in terms of (X T T X) −1 or with pseudo-inverses [1] , [6, p. 7] , [20, p. 108-116] , [32, p. 37] , [48, p. 47-50] , [55, p. 5] , [56, p. 246] , but here a different notation, elaborating on [12] , [34, p. 209] , is convenient to track solutions as parameters change. The derivations hold not only for V −1 , but also for any symmetric nonnegative semi-definite generalized inverse V − , defined as any matrix such that V · V − · V = V , and any matrix T such that (8) , so that B cannnot be estimated). Thus T defines a semi scalar-product
and an induced semi-norm p 2 := p, p [63, p. 250 & p. 23] , which reduce generalized least squares to ordinary least squares: for all sequences p, q ∈ R N , re-define their mean mean T ( p), variance var T ( p), covariance cov T ( p, q), and correlation coefficient cor
For each finite squence p, define the centered sequence byp := p − mean T ( p) · 1. The following identities will then lead to further simplifications:
mean
Solutions for Generalized Least-Squares
With the Euclidean inner product replaced by the semi scalar-product (9) defined by T , the same calculations as for ordinary least squares show that the line of generalized least squares, which minimizes the objective (8), passes through the generalized mean (mean T (x), mean T (y)) defined by formula (10) . Algebra gives the following solution, with all formulae gathered here at the same place:
Asymptotic Generalized Least-Squares Regression
This section focuses on fitting to data the parameters A, B, and C of Mitscherlich's law (1) , including the limiting cases where C either tends to 0 or diverges to ±∞, subject to the following standing hypotheses. Hypotheses 1. With R denoting the set of all real numbers, the present theory pertains to a weight matrix T ∈ R N ×N and data points (t k , q k ) for k ∈ {1, . . . , N } such that
(1.2) there exist k, ∈ {1, . . . , N }, with t k = t ; in particular, N ≥ 2;
(1.4) T depends continuously on the parameter C ∈ [−∞, +∞], with T · 1 = 0.
Defining a generalized Mitscherlich law to be a Mitscherlich law, or a line, or a step function, leads to the main result. Consequently, F has a global minimum.
In applications, if the covariance matrix V is invertible, then the weight matrix T can be any constant matrix such that T ·T = V −1 . If V is not invertible, however, then T is not constant but depends on C ∈ [−∞, +∞] in a specific way, as explained in Section 4. Nevertheless, the denominator 1, 1 = 1 · T · T · 1 > 0 remains bounded away from 0 by uniform continuity on the compact interval [−∞, +∞]. Therefore, to simplify notation, Sections 3, 4, and 5 use the notation T instead of T C and , instead of , T C .
A common method for fitting Mitscherlich's law (1) to data proceeds by unweighted non-linear least-squares regression [43, p. 328 
Its Hessian matrix has been derived in the literature [54, p. 250, eq. (2.
3)], but F has a singularity, hitherto seemingly unnoticed, along the planes where A = 0 or C = 0, where its Hessian matrix is singular. To remove the singularity, define the change of variable
With the notation x C := (x C 1 , . . . , x C N ) and a weight matrix T , the objective (20) becomes
Then for each rate C = 0 the regression amounts to a linear regression for q k versus x C k . As C tends to 0, so does the smallest singular value of X C := ( x C , 1); the pseudoinverse X † C becomes unbounded and consequently need not be a continuous function of the entries of X C [32, p. 44] . Thus the shortest least-squares solution does not remove this singularity. Several cases can arise, according to the values of C, lim C→0 , lim C→+∞ , and lim C→−∞ .
Finite Non-Zero Growth Rate
Formulae (16) - (18) in Section 2 with X = ( x C , 1) then yield the generalized least-squares line with slope A C and intercept B C in the form
Substituting formulae (23) and (24) back into the objective function (22) gives an objective function F of the single variable C analogous to the objective function (8):
Closed-form formulae for a solution C to F (C) = 0, if any, seem elusive: already for the special case of N = 4 equally spaced abscissae, and with T = I, the equation 
Growth Rate Near Zero
C for all k and , whence the variance of x C vanishes. (21) leads to
Substituting formulae (27) and (28) into formula (23) and algebra gives
Thus formulae (25) and (29) show that the fitted equation (25) converges to the line of generalized linear least squares for q versus t:
Also, substituting the same limit (29) back into formula (26) for the objective shows that
which also reproduces equation (19) . Consequently, F has an analytic extension, also denoted by F , across C = 0, where the regression seamlessly fits the least-squares line with equation
or, equivalently, the hyperbola with equation y = 1 A * ·t+B * , explaining one of Reed and Berkson's special cases [49, p. 765 ]. In the case with A * = 0 = B * , this hyperbola also includes the straight horizontal line y = 1/B * , which also corresponds to A = 0 in y = K/(1 + A · e C·t ).
Growth Rate Diverging to Infinity
For C diverging to +∞, factoring out the largest term x C N in formulae (21) and (23) 
Hence the limit (33) combined with equation (15) and more algebra leads to
Therefore formulae (26) and (34) show that lim C +∞ F (C) exists. To show that the limiting fitted curve is a step function, split each v ∈ R N in the form v =ṽ + v N · e N . Thus
At t := t N ,
If q − mean T ( q) 1, e N = 0, then the values (37) and (39) differ from each other, because if 1 − e N , 1 = − e N , 1 , then adding e N , 1 to both sides yields 1 2 = 1, 1 = 0. Thus the fitted curve consists of a straight horizontal half-line on ]−∞, t N [ and a point at t N .
Substituting equation (35) into (39) shows that the coefficient of q N vanishes, so that
Similar results hold as C diverges to −∞. Substituting formulae (36)- (37) and (38)- (39) in formula (26) shows that F extends continuously to [−∞, +∞].
Fitting Mitscherlich Curves with Singular Covariance Matrices
The preceding considerations apply to any weight matrix T ∈ R N ×N with T · 1 = 0. Specific choices for T lead to specific features of the solutions. For instance, if the covariance matrix V of the data is invertible, then for each C the solutions A C and B C are best linear unbiased estimators of A and B if and only if T · T = V −1 . However, "singular covariance matrices arise naturally in certain important classes of statistical problems" [64, p. 1190-1191] . If V is singular, then the solutions are best linear unbiased estimators if and only if T · T = V − is a generalized inverse of V , which means that V · V − · V = V , with the additional condition that V · (V − ) projects the range of X, R(X), onto R(X)∩R(V ) [64, p. 1193 ]. This section shows that for some applications there is such a matrix T depending continuously on C ∈ [−∞, +∞].
The foregoing conditions on T can be met with a positive definite matrix T · T , so that T · 1 = 0, as follows [64, p. 1194, eq. (3.6)]. Let the Singular-Value Decomposition of V be
where
Define a non-singular matrix T by
Ranges Allowing for Constant Weight Matrices
The preceding sections then apply verbatim because T remains constant, independent of C.
Complementary Ranges
For some applications R(X) ⊕ R(V ) = R N so that R(X) ∩ R(V ) = { 0} but the columns of (X, V ) form a basis of R N . Thus S = ∅ and
From equation (43) and U ·U = I follow the equations B 1 = U 1 ·X and B 0 = U 0 ·X:
Also, B 0 = U 0 · X is invertible because (U 1 , U 0 ) · (V, X) is invertible and block upper triangular with the lower right-hand block U 0 · X.
shows that K converges, and hence so does T , as C tends to 0, to the values of K and T for the linear least-squares regression with data (t 1 , q 1 ), . . . , (t N , q N ) and covariance matrix V :
As in Subsection 3.3, for C diverging to +∞, factoring out the largest term
) is invertible, and K i,j tends to
Thus although B −1 0 diverges as C tends to 0 or ±∞, equations (45) and (47) show that K is continuous on [−∞, +∞], so that T also converges and remains invertible by formula (42).
Sufficient Criteria for Weighted Least-Squares Mitscherlich Curves to Be of Specific Types
In applications, coefficients with different signs may reflect different phenomena [49] . Yet highly correlated data may switch the signs of fitted coefficients [39] . Therefore, this section focuses only on uncorrelated data to establish sufficient criteria for weighted least-squares Mitscherlich curves to have parameters A, B, and C with specific signs. The relevant feature of uncorrelated weighted least-squares is that with a diagonal matrix T · T the objectives (8) and (22) are monotonic increasing functions of each residual |A · e C·t k + B − q k |. Consequently, to prove that a curve M † fits the data better than a curve M ‡ does, it suffices to prove that M † lies between M ‡ and the data, defined to mean that
Sufficient Criteria for Weighted Least-Squares Lines to Have Positive Slopes
Because the least-squares regression objective (22) is linear relative to A and B, criteria for the signs of the coefficients rely on the signs of the slope and intercept of least-squares lines. In this subsection the proofs are omitted because they involve mostly straightforward algebra. Theorem 3 and formula (16) confirm that for uncorrelated data the weighted least-squares line has a positive slope for increasing data, and a negative slope for decreasing data. (Theorem 3 fails with correlated data: the fitted slope may have the opposite sign [39] .) Theorem 3. If T · T is diagonal and invertible, and if the finite sequences x and y are monotonic, either both non-decreasing, or both non-increasing, then cov T ( x, y) ≥ 0.
If x or y is non-decreasing while the other is non-increasing, then cov T ( x, y) ≤ 0. Equality holds if and only if at least one of x or y is constant.
Theorem 5 shows that for convex or concave data, weighted least-squares lines cross the polygonal function interpolating the data exactly twice, whence for convex data weighted least-squares Mitscherlich curves cannot be concave. Definition 4 specifies these concepts. (x 1 , y 1 ) , . . . , z N = (x N , y N ) with x 1 < · · · < x N are convex, then the weighted least-squares line L intersects the piecewise affine interpolating function Ψ (from Definition 4) exactly twice.
Also, for each concave funtion Λ such that the complement of its graph R 2 \Λ splits into two disjoint connected components, there is a line between Λ and the data. Hence the weighted least-squares line L fits the data better than any such concave funtion Λ does.
Theorem 5 also fails with correlated data: a line fitted to increasing and convex data may have a negative slope and intersect the polygonal interpolating function only once [39] .
Sufficient Criteria for Weighted Least-Squares Mitscherlich Curves Not to Be
Step Functions Subsection 3.3 shows that as the rate C diverges to ±∞ the generalized leastsquares Mitscherlich curves fitted to the data tend to step functions. For uncorrelated monotonic data, however, this subsection shows that weighted least-squares Mitscherlich curves are not step functions. In this subsection the proofs involve mostly straightforward algebra and are omitted. Theorem 6 shows that for weighted least squares the fitted step function begins or ends at the first or last data point as C diverges to −∞ or +∞.
Theorem 6. If T · T is diagonal, and if C diverges to +∞ (respectively −∞), then the weighted least-squares Mitscherlich curves minimizing the objective (26) converge on ] − ∞, t N ] (respectively [t 1 , +∞[) to a step function that passes througĥ z N = (t N , q N ) (respectivelyẑ 1 ) and coincides with the weighted least-squares constant horizontal line for the remaining data over ] − ∞, t N [ (respectively ]t 1 , +∞[).
Theorem 7 shows that for monotonic data, weighted least-squares Mitscherlich curves curve are not step functions. (26) reaches a minimum at a real rate C * ∈ R, and then A * = 0. If the data increase (respectively decrease) and C * = 0, then C * and A * have equal (respectively opposite) signs.
Theorem 7. For monotonic data, if T · T is diagonal, then the objective

Sufficient Criteria for Weighted Least-Squares Mitscherlich Curves to Have Positive Slopes and Intercepts
This subsection shows that for convex decreasing positive data, weighted leastsquares Mitscherlich curves are convex and decreasing. If the data are also logarithmically convex, then weighted least-squares Mitscherlich curves are positive.
Theorem 8 shows that for convex decreasing positive data there exists a convex weighted least-squares Mitscherlich curve that fits the data better than any line does.
Theorem 8. For all convex, decreasing, and positive data q 1 > · · · > q N > 0 with t 1 < · · · < t N , if T · T is diagonal and invertible, then there exists a Mitscherlich curve with A > 0 > C and B < q 1 between the data (t 1 , q 1 ), . . . , (t N , q N ) and the weighted least-squares line (or any line intersecting Ψ at exactly two distinct points) and hence fits the data better than any line does.
Proof. Theorem 5 shows that the weighted least-squares line L intersects the piecewise affine interpolating function Ψ at exactly two distinct pointsẑ † = (t † , q † ) andẑ ‡ = (t ‡ , q ‡ ). By convexity of the data, L does not pass through any data points other than z † andẑ ‡ (which may, but need not, be data points). For each B < min{q † , q ‡ } there exists a unique Mitscherlich curve M B;ẑ † ,ẑ ‡ (t) = A B · e C B ·t + B throughẑ † andẑ ‡ with parameter B, and then A B > 0 > C B [40, Lemma 10] . In particular, M B;ẑ † ,ẑ ‡ is convex, because A B > 0 > C B . Also, M B;ẑ † ,ẑ ‡ tends to L uniformly on compacta as B diverges to −∞ [40, Lemma 13] . Consequently, there exists some B < min{q † , q ‡ } such that M B;ẑ † ,ẑ ‡ lies between the data and L, so that M B;ẑ † ,ẑ ‡ fits the data better than L, and hence better than any line does. Theorem 9 shows that for all convex decreasing positive data, weighted leastsquares Mitscherlich curves have negative exponential rates.
Theorem 9. For all convex, decreasing, and positive data q 1 > · · · > q N > 0 with t 1 < · · · < t N , if T · T is diagonal and invertible, then A * > 0 > C * and B * < mean T ( q).
Proof. Theorem 7 shows that for monotonic data the objective (26) reaches a minimum at a real rate C * ∈ R, for which A * = 0. Theorem 8 shows that for convex decreasing positive data a weighted least-squares Mitscherlich curve is not a line, so that C * = 0 by subsection 3.2. The proof proceeds to exclude C * > 0. If C > 0, then the transformed data still decrease, because 0 < x
Theorem 3 then shows that the line fitted to the transformed data has a negative slope A C < 0 < C, so that the fitted Mitscherlich curve M C (t) = A C ·e C·t +B C is decreasing and concave. Theorems 5 and 8 then show that there exists a Mitscherlich curve M C † with A † > 0 > C † that fits the data better than M C does. Therefore, any Mitscherlich curve M C with C ∈ {−∞} ∪ [0, +∞] is not a best-fitting Mitscherlich curve. By the existence of a best-fitting curve (Theorem 2), it follows that a best-fitting Mitscherlich curve has a negative rate C * < 0. Also, A * > 0 by convexity and Theorems 7 and 8. From A * > 0 and mean T ( x C ) > 0 follows B < mean T ( q) by formula (24) . (x 1 , y N ) , . . . , z N = (x N , y N ) with N ≥ 3 for which x 1 < · · · < x N and y 1 , . . . , y N > 0 is logarithmically convex or super-exponential (respectively logarithmically concave or sub-exponential) if and only if the logarithmically transformed data ζ k := (x k , η k ) with η k := ln(y k ) for every k ∈ {1, . . . , N } are convex (respectively concave) as specified by Definition 4.
Lemma 11. If the decreasing positive dataẑ k = (t k , q k ) are logarithmically convex, then they are convex.
The proof of Lemma 11 uses only straightforward algebra. Theorem 12 shows that for all decreasing, positive, and logarithmically convex data, a weighted leastsquares Mitscherlich curve has a negative exponential rate and positive intercept and exponential coefficient, so that it is the reciprocal of a Verhulst curve.
Theorem 12. For all logarithmically convex data q 1 > · · · > q N > 0 with t 1 < · · · < t N , if T · T is diagonal and invertible, then A * > 0 > C * and 0 < B * < mean T ( q).
Proof. Theorem 9 already shows that A * > 0 > C * and B * < mean T ( q). The proof first excludes B < 0. To this end, with˙denoting differentiation, let
Thus if A > 0 > C but B < 0, then W is concave on its domain of definition.
In contrast, if every triple of data points decreases super-exponentially, then the logarithmically transformed data ζ j := (t j , η j ) := (t j , ln q j ) decrease super-linearly and are thus convex. Theorem 5 then shows that there exists a line with equation η = α + γ · t that lies between W and the transformed data. Since the logarithm and exponential transformations preserve the order on R, the exponential function e α+γ·t = A · e γ·t + 0 still lies between the data and the Mitscherlich curve A · e C·t + B with B < 0, which is thus not optimal.
Theorem 5 also shows that the weighted least-squares line L fitted to the transformed data ζ j crosses the polygonal function Ψ interpolating the transformed data ζ j at exactly two points, ζ † = (t † , η † ) and ζ ‡ = (t ‡ , η ‡ ). With q † := e η † and q ‡ := e η ‡ , for each B such that 0 < B < q N there exists a unique Mitscherlich curve M B;ẑ † ,ẑ ‡ throughẑ † := (t † , q † ), andẑ ‡ := (t ‡ , q ‡ ), and then A > 0 > C [40, Lemma 10 ]. Yet W is convex for B > 0. Also, W converges uniformly on compacta to L as B tends to 0 [40, Lemma 13] . Consequently, there exists B † such that 0 < B † < q N and W lies between L and the data. Hence M B † ;ẑ † ,ẑ ‡ lies between the exponential function e L(t) = A · e γ·t + 0 and the data. Thus B = 0 is not optimal either. Hence B * > 0. By the existence of a best-fitting Mitscherlich curve (Theorem 2), it follows that a best-fitting Mitscherlich curve has parameters A * > 0 > C * and 0 < B * < mean T ( q). (t 1 , p 1 ) , . . . , (t N , p N ) increasing sub-linearly: for any M > p N = max j p j , setting q := M − p produces transformed positive data that decrease super-linearly. Transforming the fitted Mitscherlich law q = A * · e C * ·t + B * with A * > 0 > C * and B * < mean T ( q) = M − mean T ( p) back to p = M − q gives p = −A * · e C * ·t + (M − B * ) with −A * < 0, C * < 0, and M − B * > M − mean T ( q) = mean T ( p) > 0. Vertical distances are invariant under vertical shifts, so that shifting M by ∆M shifts all the data vertically by ∆M , and hence also shifts B * by ∆M , leaving M − B * unchanged. Indeed, shifting all the data vertically by ∆M also shifts their mean mean T ( q) by ∆M , which has no effects on the centered differences q − mean T ( q) · 1 in objective (26) .
Remark 13. Similar results hold for positive data
See also [21] for similar results.
Examples
The first three examples presented here validate the foregoing theory by comparisons with other published examples. The last example provides some insight into the growth rate of organisms. The number of displayed significant digits bears no relations with accuracy but indicates where results from various methods begin to differ from one another. On the axes in the figures, tick marks identify the data points, obviating the need for Tables.
Mitscherlich Curves Fitted by Weighted Least Squares
This subsection demonstrates Mitscherlich curves fitted by weighted least squares to data from chemistry. Results from these ancient experiments have recently proved useful in studying greenhouse effects [14] . The significance of the present theory is that for such data there exists a priori a best-fitting Mitscherlich curve with parameters A * < 0 and C * < 0 but B * > 0, reflecting the postulated type of the reaction. Example 14. Table 1 , in its first three columns, shows Ostwald's data on the hydrolysis of methyl acetate (M = CH 3 COOCH 3 ) with hydrochloric acid (A = HCl) into methanol (N = CH 3 OH) and acetic acid (C = CH 3 COOH), according to the stoichiometric equation 
where k f > 0 is the forward constant of proportionality. For x(0) = 0, the solution is x(t) = b · (1 − e −k f ·a·t ). However, the initial conditions may not be ideal [42] , so that if t 0 denotes the time when conditions begin to be ideal, then x(t 0 ) need not be 0. Moreover, the measured quantity is not x but the volume y of barium hydroxide that titrates the concentration of acetic acid, and the solution of hydrochloric acid alone titrates at 13.33 [cm 3 ] of barium hydroxide [42, p. 452] . Therefore, y(t) = B +A·e C·t with y(0) = B + A · e C·0 = B + A ≈ 13.33 after re-setting the clock to 0 at t 0 . Also, lim t→∞ y(t) = B with C < 0. Thus A and B reflect the initial and final boundary conditions. It is the rate C, with its dependence on such factors as pressure and temperature, that reflects the physical mechanisms of the reaction [14] , [19] . Table 1 also shows the mean y k Ostwald's two measurements y k,1 and y k,2 at each time t k . Calculations confirm that all triples of data are positive, increasing, and logarithmically concave (sub-exponential), and hence also concave (sub-linear). Consequently, ordinary and weighted least-squares Mitscherlich curves have parameters A * < 0 and C * < 0 but B * > 0, conforming to Remark 13. The last column in Table 1 shows the reciprocals of the variances of y k,1 and y k,2 at each time t k , normalized to add to 1, which can be used as weights. Table 2 shows the fitted weighted and unweighted Mitscherlich parameters.
According to Ostwald the half-life is about 140 [s] [42, p. 453] , which corresponds to C = ln(2)/140 ≈ 0.00495, agreeing to two significant digits with the fitted values.
Remark 15. Although the literature on this topic focuses on ordinary least squares, each measurement may involve a procedure that requires a substantial amount of time, 0.010886 * Re-computed from the previous two columns, as opposed to Ostwald's rounded mean. † Normed reciprocals of the variances computed from the preceding three columns, rounded for display purposes. Table 2 : Fitting a Mitscherlich curve (1) to the data (+) in Table 1 and Figure 1 with Matlab 7 on Mac Pro. so that the uncertainty in the "independent" variable may be comparable to the uncertainty in the "dependent" variable (John E. Douglas: [19] and personal communication).
Mitscherlich Curves Fitted by Generalized Least Squares
This subsection shows Mitscherlich curves fitted to correlated data by ordinary, weighted, and generalized least squares. In the range of fertilizer levels where crop yield increases with fertilizer use, Mitscherlich curves fit the data better than other curves do, and their parameters have biological interpretation: B is the asymptotic least upper bound on yield, C is the increase in yield per additional unit of fertilizer, and A corresponds to the yield without any fertilizer [7, Ch. 1] .
Example 16. F. Pimentel Gomes fitted Mitscherlich's curves to the data in Table 3 [47, p. 510]. The sums of squares, weights, and Shapiro-Wilk's W were computed separately.
With y k denoting the mean of the four yields at each concentration t k of fertilizer, calculations confirm that all triples of data are positive, increasing, and logarithmically concave (sub-exponential), and hence also concave (sub-linear). Consequently, [17, § 9.3.4.1, p. 393-395] for the data in table 3: for the last column W exceeds 0.970, which is above the 50% level, but for the second column W has the value 0.721, which is below the 05% level, and hence cautions against using any hypothesis of normality in the data.
Also, the covariance matrix is far from diagonal, which suggests the use of generalized least-squares, [57, § 2.5, p. 137-145] . Exact rational arithmetic with Mathematica TM reveals that the covariance matrix V has a 2-dimensional null space, and hence is not invertible. Also, the null space is not perpendicular to 1 or, equivalently, 1 / ∈ R(V ). Nevertheless, for C = 0 and at the limt C → 0 the column space of the identity I ∈ R 2×2 is a subset of the column space of the transposed design matrix X = ( x C , 1) and X = ( t, 1) , so that the parameters can still be estimated [2, corollary 4.2], [3, p. 183] , [37] . Exact calculations neither bear nor imply any relations with the accuracy of the data; instead, by showing that the data lie at a singularity, exact calculations justify the use of theoretical and computational methods that remain stable across and near such a singularity, where perturbed data may also lie. Table 4 displays the fitted parameters. Figure 2 shows the data and the fitted curves. 
Verhulst Curves from Reciprocal Mitscherlich Curves
This subsection shows Mitscherlich curves fitted by weighted least squares and their reciprocal Verhulst curves. Taking the reciprocals of measurements changes their variability according to the formula
Consequently, fitting a value 1/p to the reciprocals q k = 1/y k of data ordinates y k may utilize weights proportional to the same ordinates, so that T = diagonal(y 1 , . . . , y N ). Residuals, L. S.
Residuals, P & R
Remark 18. Bradley [8] argues by dimensional analysis that the ratio R := (K − y)/y = (q − B)/B = q/B − 1 is a quantity more natural than y. Still, large positive values of y have small positive reciprocals q, with yet smaller differences of positive reciprocals, so that fitting curves to reciprocal data amounts to assigning smaller weights to larger data.
West Growth Curves Fitted by Non-Linear Least-Squares
The present section demonstrates how to use the foregoing theory to fit West's ontogenetic growth curves to data on the growth of individual organisms from a species apparently not yet fitted in this way. [38] . To avoid any guesswork the present example fits West's ontogenetic curves to Pearson's listed times instead of estimated ages. However, the uncertainty in age may be comparable to the uncertainty in weight. Figure 4 shows that Pearson's data increase monotonically. Theorem 7 then guarantees the existence of a least-squares Mitscherlich curves for the fourth roots of the data, with the same sign for A and C. Table 6 lists the computed Mitscherlich parametersÂ,B, andĈ. Table 7 gives the West parameters a, m 0 , and M computed fromÂ, B, andĈ. Figure 4 shows that West's direct method yields smaller residuals than does the fourth power of the fitted Mitscherlich curve. Still, no theorems guaranteeing the existence of such a best-fitting West curve seem known. 
Conclusions
For each finite sequence of positive data, the foregoing theory guarantees the existence of at least one best-fitting weighted least-squares generalized Mitscherlich curve (shifted exponential, affine, or step function). If positive data increase monotonically sub-exponentially, then every such best-fitting Mitscherlich curve has a positive intercept (B) with a negative slope (A) and a negative exponential rate (C).
If positive data increase monotonically sub-exponentially, then the reciprocal of the Mitscherlich curve fitted to their reciprocals is a Verhulst curve. If the fourth roots of positive data increase monotonically sub-exponentially, then the fourth power of the Mitscherlich curve fitted to their fourth roots is a West ontogenetic growth curve. Verhulst and West curves fitted by such transformations may lead to larger residuals and poorer fits than do Verhulst and West curves fitted directly to the data. Theorems about the existence of such directly fitted curves exist for Verhulst curves [29] , but still seem lacking for West curves.
In practice the uncertainty in the "independent" variable may be comparable to the uncertainty in the "dependent" variable, which would call for orthogonal total leastsquares. Theorem about the existence of total least-squares curves exist, for example, for the Michaelis-Menten first-degree rational curve for enzyme kinetics [28] , but such theorems also seem lacking for Mitscherlich, Verhulst, and West curves.
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